
January 10, 2020 

Dear Parents/Guardians: 

Happy New Year! I hope you found time to relax over the holidays. 

As we enter 2020, our focus continues to be on providing students a challenging, 
standards-based, socially responsible education in a safe and nurturing environment. 
Our goal is to ensure that LHS students graduate with skills in the following areas to 
help prepare them for life beyond high school: Literacy and Critical Thinking (L), 
Innovation (I), Fitness (F), and Ethics (E). 

News in Literacy and Critical Thinking: Please note that this 
year's  LHS Reads selection is the award-winning novel Piecing Me Together by Renee 
Watson. The story is about a teenage girl from a poor neighborhood who is striving for 
success. Copies are available in the LHS library. The LHS Book Club has selected Space 
Struck, a book of poetry by Paige Lewis, to read for discussion at their February 
meeting.  

Also, recently the LHS Physics and Calculus students had the opportunity to participate 
in the portable "Escape Rooms" that Cal Poly SLO Mechanical Engineering students 
built for our students as part of their final exam for ME234 "Philosophy of Design."  The 
Escape Rooms had many challenges and puzzles that centered around concepts learned 
in the courses here at LHS.  For example, a series of integrals needed to be solved in 
order to discover the combination of a lock to open, concepts of kinematics were 
incorporated to see where the shot to a mini trebuchet to a castle would land, and much 
more. Students not only felt challenged but also inspired by this very special opportunity 

News in Innovation: Congratulations to the LHS Green Engineering Academy (GEA) 
for receiving a $50,000 grant from the California Department of Education. The 
GEA focuses on careers in clean technology and renewable energy and has been offered 
at LHS since the 2010-2011 school year.  

News in Fitness: Sports are going strong at LHS! Girls Basketball got off to a great 
start at 8-5. LHS Boys Soccer are the Winter Soccer Classic Champions. Tallon 
Chambers and Xavier Williams are both State ranked in Wrestling. Way to go, Cowboys! 

News in Ethics: We have been busy laying a Positive Behavioral Interventions and 
Supports (PBIS) foundation at LHS. Our first step involves determining a set of 
common, positive behavioral expectations, together with a matrix of examples regarding 
how the behaviors should  look in various settings/locations (e.g., classroom, quad, 
library, etc.). This will help students to know what is expected from them throughout the 
school day. After all, it is far easier to hit a target when one knows what to aim for. The 
expectations are being developed with input from administrators, teachers, staff 
members, and diverse student and parent representatives. The goal is to reduce problem 
behavior and increase attendance and academic performance. 

All the best, 

Helen Gladden, Principal 


